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Additional Insured’s

• An Additional Insured occurs when an individual or company that is 

not the named insured is added to an insurance policy

• Named Insured is the individual or company that is specifically listed 

on the insurance policy

• Additional insured is a company or individual that is added to an 

insurance policy either for:

• a specific amount of time or 

• a specific condition



Why obtain Additional Insured Coverage 

u Efficient and cost-effective way to allocate risk 

u If a third-party claim arises, the additional insured can 
claim a defence and indemnification under the named 
insured’s policy à they don’t have to  claim under their 
own policy

u Barring conflicts, both parties can be defended by the 
same insurer, simplifying the litigation



When does this arise?

Common examples include:

1. Lease agreements
a. A landlord contracts out the snow removal on the property. The landlord 

and contractor may add the other as an additional insured on their policy.

2. Facility rental agreements
a. When renting out a space, the venue would ask to be added onto your 

insurance policy as an additional insured, a certificate of insurance would 
be issued showing that it would just cover the specific function

3. Contractor/Subcontractor/Owner
a. If you hire any contractors or subcontractors, you may wish to be named 

as an additional insured on their policy OR vice versa, they may ask to be 
an additional insured on your policy

a. Commonly found in standard form contracts such as CCDC2 or for large projects 



Considerations in reviewing a Certificate 
of Insurance 

u Check for presence of additional insured / relevant endorsements 

u If present, what are the specific terms/restrictions 

u Does endorsement reflect the coverage requested?

u Just because the additional insured is named, doesn’t mean they 
automatically get the coverage they agreed to

u Always request the full policy and the endorsement, not just the 
certificate of insurance

u Are there trigger terms? 



Arising out of the operations

u If coverage is obtained under an Additional Insured endorsement, 
how is coverage for a specific incident determined?

u Blanket coverage is an easy argument to make, but is it realistic?

u Governed by specific wording of the policy à always look to the 
policy first

u Commonly triggered when a claim “arises out of the operations” 
of one of the parties. 

u Think “normal course of business” was what happened 
realistically related to the operations of the other party. 



“Arising out of” 

u “Arising out of” and “arising from” mean the same thing = 
there must be an “unbroken chain of causation” and a 
“connection that is more than merely incidental”

u “but for” is not good enough 

u These phrases should generally be interpreted the same in 
insurance contracts overall, not just construction or 
automobile. 

u “But for” in insurance law =/= tort law 

u Unlike in tort à wrongdoing is not required



“Arising out of” cont.

u Unbroken chain of causation à the acts must stem in a 
direct and logical manner from the alleged coverage. 

u Being tangentially related is not good enough

u Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Co. v. Herbison, 2007 SCC 
47
u Hunting incident

u Citadel General Assurance Co. v. Vytlingam, 2007 SCC 46, 
[2007] 3 S.C.R. 37
u Object falling from an overpass 



“Operations”

u Interpreted broadly à an occurrence that is connected in some 
way to the role that the party was intended to play. However, 
this does not imply an active role 

u Simply being in a certain place at a certain time because of an 
entity, does not mean that an incident arose out of the 
operations of that entity

u Question to be answered – why did the liability arise?

u Should consider predictability and reasonable expectations 
of the parties when the coverage was obtained. Was it 
something that was reasonably foreseeable?

u Specific wording of the contract plays a key role



Case Law – “operations”

u Vernon Vipers Hockey Club v. Canadian Recreation 
Excellence (Vernon) Corp., 2012 BCCA 291

u Attendee at a hockey game slips and falls outside the 
arena

u EnCana Oil & Gas Partnership v Ardco Services Ltd, 2017 
ABCA 401
u Driver of vehicle owned by EnCana cause a collision 

while driving on his personal time

u Oliveira v. Aviva Canada Inc., 2017 ONSC 6161

u Patient sues a hospital over breach of privacy 



Multiple Policies 

u Having multiple policies in effect for same loss is common –
circumstances depending, if everyone is being prudent, it can 
be expected 

u Does not mean a conflict exists

u First step is coverage analysis à policies overlap when:

u Deal with same subject matter

u Effected by the same peril 

u Include the same assured

u In force at the same time

u Are both legal insurance contracts



Concurrent Coverage

u Concurrent is not overlapping

u Only applies when multiple policies exist that may cover 
the same subject matter, but for different risks or scopes. 

u Two policies - one narrow and one umbrella - can be both 
concurrent and overlapping. 

u Re Wawanesa Mutual Insurance Co



Duty to Defend

u Duty has become broader in recent years. 

u Insurers have a duty to defend when there is a “mere 
possibility” that a claim falls within an insurance policy –
Progressive Homes

u Don’t be too hasty in denying claims when the duty to 
defend is likely triggered

u Even if claims are false, groundless or fraudulent, there may 
still exist a duty to defend



Overlapping Claims 

u Where multiple policies exist, the insured can choose the 
policy under which they want to claim indemnity 

u in such a case, the “chosen” insurer can then seek 
contribution from the other insurers

u How to split the costs? – rule of thumb is independent 
liability method

u Shared equally until the lesser policy(s) is exhausted 
and then remaining policy(s) carry on 



“Other Insurance” clauses 

u It is common for policies to limit their obligations using “other 
insurance” clauses 

u i.e. a clause that limits liability of one policy while there is 
“another” active policy for arguably the same coverage 

u If only one applicable policy  has an “other insurance” clause à no 
issue 

u If all policies have one, the terms of the contracts prevail, intentions 
of the separate parties are irrelevant.

u However, if following the word of the policies would lead to an 
absurdity, then they will be treated as inoperative to the extent 
necessary to afford the “proper” coverage. 

u Family Insurance Corp v Lombard Canada Ltd, 2002 SCC 48
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Understanding 
Conflicts of Interest



Conflicts of Interest

• party-based conflict
• when a carrier insures multiple parties that are adverse or 

potentially adverse to each other in the same litigation 

• common in additional insured situations (but not exclusive)

• coverage-based conflict
• where a carrier has issued a reservation of rights on certain issues

• also called a “bias-based” conflict

• not unique to additional insured situations (not the focus of this 

presentation)



Party-Based Conflicts

• Exists when two defendants are claiming against each other 
(i.e. crossclaim)

• Fairly easy to identify – who is pointing fingers at whom?

• Critical to understand the relationship between the parties

• Conflict can exist in tort but also in contract – any right 
asserted by one party against another



Identifying Party-Based Conflicts

• Party-based conflicts impact insurers and counsel

• Co-extensive with the ethical obligations of lawyers, same 
lawyer cannot represent adverse parties (professional 
obligation)

• Automatically arises when a carrier extends defence to 
additional insured, but reserves on indemnity because 
liability may not “arise out of named insured’s operations”

















Reserving Indemnity on “Arising out 
of”

• A conflict of interest does not arise every time the insurer 
proposes to provide a defence under a reservation of rights

• Must also be evidence that the coverage issue can be controlled 
by counsel first retained by the insurer for the defence of the 
underlying claim

• Conflict automatically arises when a carrier extends defence to 
additional insured, BUT reserves on indemnity because liability 
may not “arise out of named insured’s operations”



Reserving Indemnity on “Arising out 
of”

• Two reasons for conflict:

• Compels the named insured to crossclaim against the additional 

insured (party-based conflict); and

• Allows insurer to theoretically instruct defence counsel to “steer” 

matter out of coverage (coverage-based conflict) 

• see Appin Realty v. Economical Mutual, 2008 ONCA 95 and HMQ v. AIG 
Insurance, 2019 ONSC 2964



Resolving Conflicts
Waiving Indemnity Reservations



OPTION 1



OPTION 1
resolve the conflict



resolve the conflict
(or at least postpone it)

OPTION 1





• Eliminating the party-based conflict -> eliminating adversity 
between the parties

• CGL Insurer B eliminates the adversity by withdrawing 
reservations on indemnity on “arising out of” 

• When all liability falls into same insurance policy, crossclaim serves 

no purpose - regardless of who is liable CGL Insurer B pays 

• Does not apply to reservations uniform to both defendants

• REMEMBER: ADVERSITY IS ELIMINATED WHEN ONE INSURER 
PAYS THE WHOLE POT

ELIMINATING ADVERSITY



WITH NO PARTY-BASED CONFLICT …

• CGL Insurer B can appoint the same defence counsel over both 
parties

• Benefit #1: Cheaper in terms of defence costs
• Overlap in defence
• No crossclaim/third party claim to prosecute

• Benefit #2: Strategically more effective (unified)

• Benefit #3: Administration is streamlined at insurer level

• Benefit #4: Furthers the commercial relationship between the insured 
and additional insured (soft benefit)

• CGL Insurer A (usually) off the hook (but not always)





BUT WHAT IF YOU DON’T WANT TO 
WAIVE RESERVATIONS, BUT MAINTAIN CONTROL?

POSTPONING CONFLICT

• You can attempt to postpone the conflict – “Dual 
Mechanism”:

• Tolling Agreement

• Joint Defence Agreement 



JOINT DEFENCE AGREEMENTS
• Contractual mechanism to appoint single defence counsel in 

transparent manner

• Common contractual arrangement in construction, institutional 

arrangements, etc.

• Entered into between:

• insured, 

• additional insured, 

• insurer and 

• defence counsel (who is appointed as counsel for all insureds) 

• JDA acknowledges united interest in common defence strategy, and 

references separate tolling agreement to toll crossclaims



JOINT DEFENCE AGREEMENTS

• If indemnity is found payable by either the insured or the additional 
insured, payment will come through policy to plaintiff

• Benefit of eliminating primary claim i.e. eliminates pre-judgment 

interest

• Insurer then has ability to begin separate crossclaim for contribution 

after resolution of main action

• If breakdown in relationship, parties each retain new counsel, 

provides guidance on document retention etc.



JOINT DEFENCE AGREEMENTS

• If done correctly, an insurer can get the benefits of a unified 

defence with the ability to reserve on indemnity + pursue 

contribution against at-fault defendant later

• Storm-in-a-Teacup: Possibility that evidence will reveal no 

uninsured exposures

• Also benefit to both defendants

• strategically more effective 

• if policy limits include defence costs, then there is more 

money for defence costs – huge benefit



JOINT DEFENCE AGREEMENTS

• Complicated contractual arrangement 

• Must be done through counsel

• Must be managed over time, RORs updated etc. –
evidence discovered of adversity must be reserved 
upon in a timely manner 

• Preferable in high-value cases



Embracing the Conflict

Ethical Screens and 
Independent Counsel



OPTION 2



From this…



To these!



• What is an ethical screen?

• Many names: wall, “file-splitting protocol”, split-handling protocol, 

defence reporting arrangement, etc.

• Overall idea is:

• Two handlers are appointed, one for each defendant/insured

• Files are handled separately and kept confidential from each other

• Adjusters are not entitled to discuss the file (must be disciplinary 

consequences for breach)

• Those adjusters instructing defence should not be involved in 

coverage issues, nor should the defence counsel discuss anything 

with coverage counsel

Ethical Screens



• There must be a screening mechanism: defence of additional insured must be handled and
screened internally so that the additional insured’s information is held separate and
confidential from information received in defending the named insured

• There must be separation of physical/electronic file materials: a file subject to the “split file”
protocol should be digitally marked as confidential and should not be any other handler,
including the handler responsible for the defence of another adverse insured party – inclusive
(stronger) or exclusive (weaker) access

• The adjusters must be different: The adjuster for the defence of an additional insured would
be different from those handling the other insured’s defence

• Breach of the split file must carry consequences: a breach of the “split file” protocol by a
claims handler must mean they are subject to disciplinary action

• Defence counsel must not have discussion about the file with coverage counsel: coverage
counsel, which will be monitoring the indemnity obligation, must not discuss the file with
defence counsel as it will prejudice their interests

Critical Parts of an Ethical Screen







Loblaw Companies Limited v. Royal & Sun Alliance
Insurance Company of Canada, 2022 ONSC 449

• Defence side does not access coverage side of the file, but reverse is

not true

• Historically coverage accesses defence information because:

• Coverage controls the “purse”; considers defence information in

light of policy language and indemnity obligation

• Assessments on liability / damages are critical to proper indemnity

payments

• Contractual obligation for insured to cooperate with insurer



Loblaw Companies Limited v. Royal & Sun Alliance
Insurance Company of Canada, 2022 ONSC 449

• Currently dispute in the case law as to what information
coverage counsel / coverage adjuster can receive from the
defence side

• HOWEVER, Loblaw stands for the proposition that solicitor-
client documents cannot be accessed by coverage, only
underlying documents – privilege concerns

• Loblaw currently under appeal



How far up does the screen go?



[195] The kind of “split-file” protocol that applies only at the adjuster or 

handler level may be a practical solution in a case involving small amounts 

that do not or are unlikely to exceed the settlement authority of the 

adjuster.

Here, however, we are dealing with a number of class actions, potentially 

seeking billions of dollars in damages, with very significant defence

costs. In light of the size of the exposure, it is my view that robust ethical 

screens are important in order to alleviate the conflicts and concerns 

identified above – the larger the exposure, the stronger the interest and 
the motivation to seek to reduce/eliminate one’s exposure.

Loblaw Companies Limited v. Royal & Sun Alliance Insurance Company of Canada, 2022 ONSC 449



Mori-Vines Inc. et al. v. Northbridge General 
Insurance Corporation, 2017 ONSC 5718

HMQ v. AIG Insurance, 2019 ONSC 2964

Markham (City) v. AIG Insurance Company of 
Canada, 2020 ONCA 239



Common Mistakes 
to Avoid



OPTION 3



OPTION 3
mistake



OPTION 3
mistake

Ignore the conflict and accidentally 
waive your rights under the policy



Seidel v. Markham (Town), 2016 ONCA 306







12 […] The fact that [one law firm] was appointed to represent both 

defendants and in fact did represent them in litigation until discoveries 

had been completed was only consistent with one meaning, namely, 

that [the insurer] had agreed to both defend and indemnify [the 

municipality], including in respect of its own negligence unrelated to 

[the winter maintenance company’s] acts or omissions. This, in our view, 

is an agreement to indemnify in sufficiently clear terms. 

Without an agreement to indemnify [the municipality], counsel 
appointed by [the insurer] to act for both [the winter maintenance 
company and the municipality] would have been in an obvious and 
untenable conflict of interest.
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